
AREAS OF CONFLICT BETWEEN CHRISTIANITY AND SCIENCE IN KENYA AND 
WAYS OF RESOLUTION 

 

According to the teachings of Christianity, faith which fundamentally governs our belief and the 

way we live originates from God through biblical revelation to humanity. On the other hand, 

scientific knowledge originates from research that seeks to understand nature and how it works.  

While scientists are open to scientific knowledge being subject to challenges through the 

discovery of new-fangled scientific theories, Christians are more rigid to change what they hold 

to be true. Such contrast in what scientists and Christians believe often results in conflict 

between Christianity and Science. Many a times, such conflict is only perceived since it arises 

from lack of dialogue between the two factions. The apparent division between Christianity and 

Science has been for ages entrenched in our Kenyan society, and is vastly influenced by faith and 

culture. The misconstrued view that Christianity and science are immiscible needs to be 

addressed as this only serves to impede societal advancement. 

One of the areas that cause divergence is In-vitro fertilization (IVF). Following its introduction 

in 2006 (Okwemba, 2014), its progress has been relatively slow due to lack of acceptance. 

However, the importance of IVF as a scientific achievement aimed at the betterment of many in 

the society cannot be ignored. High rates of infertility in Kenya further emphasize the need for 

IVF (Leke et al, 1993). The Christian doctrine pertaining child bearing and birth however, differs 

sharply with IVF. The leader of the catholic faith, in 2012 condemned IVF stating that it breaks 

the barrier protecting human dignity. Having witnessed the dilemma of Christian clients in a 

reproductive health clinic with the dilemma of going for IVF or sticking to their Christian 

beliefs, a consensus needs to be arrived at. The balance between the moral Christian virtues 

compared with the benefits of IVF as a scientific advancement needs to be closely reviewed. 

Christian doctrine should envisage adaptability as the comprehension and scope of human 

innovation continues to evolve reaching greater heights each decade. Christians should embrace 

IVF as a God-given-gift to accomplish the great commission in Genesis 1:28. 

Arguments to or against euthanasia is another source of conflict in Kenya. With most healthcare 

givers, being Christians, the controversy of preservation of life and assisted dying happens more 

often than not mostly in critical care situations. Consider a pediatric case in a major local 
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hospital where following an open heart surgery on an infant to correct atrioventricular septal 

defect, the child’s brain was deprived of pulsatile oxygen circulation for an extended period of 

time leading to neural inactivity. This scenario is highly unpredictable and led to a dilemma of 

whether to terminate life or preserve it even though the child would need a ventilator and 

retardation in growth and development.  It is an extremely complex process trying to put a 

weight on the extent of pain and suffering more so when the patient is in a coma. A case study by 

Kamau et al, 2013, concluded that Kenyan health workers are ill prepared when it comes to 

euthanasia. While it is empirical that all life should be preserved, the quality of life is a hard 

equation to tackle. A scientist would argue that in chronic irreversible conditions that are 

accompanied by pain and suffering, the option of euthanasia should be allowed. Under such 

circumstances, a member of the church should be present to offer a final connection with God 

during the process. Although it is wrong to take any life, allowing a fellow human to live in 

suffering is similarly not justified. 

Current advances in science have made it possible for organ harvesting as a solution to many 

patients requiring various tissue transplants. Even though organ harvesting is not fully embraced 

in Kenya, it is an emerging scientific inclination and consideration and sensitization is key. 

Christianity teaches that our bodies are the temples of the Holy Spirit (1 Cor. 6:19) and thus we 

are not allowed to interfere with them.  However, with the prospective to save several lives as a 

result of the sacrifice of one person whose life would have otherwise come to an end but chose to 

serve a bigger purpose is a fete that should be accepted in Christianity. This is because it shows a 

great service to humanity and God. However close supervision and regulation needs to be 

implemented to avert abuse and exploitation of humans with a system set up to ensure equal 

opportunity for all patients requiring organ transplant. Most importantly is a system that would 

ensure that organs harvested are not for sale as there is no price tag that could ever be put on any 

part of a human being. 

Female genital mutilation is an outlawed practice but continues in some communities in Kenya. 

Both science and Christianity condemn female genital mutilation as the practice is of no benefit 

and the two vital pillars in life should work towards its eradication. However, some cultures 

advocate for FGM.  This therefore results in a tripartite conflict over FGM. Christians and 

scientists are engaging in joint medical outreach programs between churches and hospitals that 



cater for victims of FGM; an example is the aimed eradication of Female Genital Mutilation by 

the Presbyterian Church of East Africa (Mmaka, 2016). Science and Christianity should work 

together towards educating and sensitizing the public about the adverse effects of FGM while the 

Church should advocate for alternative rites of passage for the girl-child. 

Gene therapy, in particular, fetal gene therapy is a significantly contentious in Kenya. A study 

looking at human gene therapy stated that more reasons exist advocating for fetal gene therapy 

than opposing it given its limits and modest social and economic priority (Fletcher & Richter, 

2008). Christian institutions have increasingly opposed human genetic engineering as they 

perceive the science to wrestle with the belief in God as the creator. Christian leaders have 

however raised concerns that might result following abuse of knowledge on the human well-

being and the environment. Religious organizations can make a vital contribution by actively 

engaging the scientists in dialogue which creates awareness to the populace on the pros and cons 

of human gene therapy.   

The issue of Genetically Modified Organisms (GMOs) has been very contentious in our country 

Kenya. While scientists advocate for GMOs as an effort towards eradication of hunger and 

ensuring food security, Christians are looking at GMOs as playing God. Experts in genetic 

engineering should engage their Christian counterparts in debates and other fora where the pros 

and cons of GMOs should be expounded.  The output of such forums would be a more sensitized 

society that would embrace the technology by considering its overriding benefits. 

Recently, the country has seen conflict arise between the Church and the scientific community 

regarding the Tetanus vaccine. The Church came out strongly against the vaccine arguing that it 

was laced with a HCG (Human Chorionic Gonadotropin) hormone in what was perceived to be a 

disguised birth control program (Chapman, 2014, Kiberenge, 2014). The resounding silence of 

Christian scientists just fanned more confusion and some Christians lacked proper guidance and 

shunned the vaccine. Vaccines are vital in the prevention of many communicable diseases and 

the church and the scientific community should work together to ensure they agree on such 

vaccine initiatives.  

The use of contraceptives in Kenya for family planning in Kenya has been very controversial.  A 

section of Christians consider contraceptives as pro-abortion.  To resolve this conflict Christian 



scientists should facilitate dialogue and ensure correct information on contraceptives is passed on 

to the community without alienating Christian beliefs and science.  

 

Whereas it is apparent that conflicts exist in Kenya between Christianity and science, it is 

likewise obvious that such conflict driven dichotomy is only perceived and can be resolved.  

Lack of dialogue between the practitioners of Christianity and science is what spurs the 

dichotomy.  When Christians, scientists and Christian scientists engage in healthy discussions 

through platforms consensus on contentious issues such as the ones highlighted above can be 

reached. 
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